TOTAL: CONTOUR satellite PROJECT EVALUATION SHEET

1. DID student complete the project CORRECTLY AND ON TIME
   (Project late -1 for this section)

2. Are all 8 side bent correctly and are NOT damaged
   -1 for every bent panels

3. Are the top and bottom sides bent and connected properly

4. Body Connected properly
   (No pieces loose or tabs hanging out)
   -1 for every 2 bent panels
   -2 ONLY if tabs are out

5. Are all 5 shields in proper location (at bottom of space craft)

6. Are all 5 shields have spacers in between (can you SEE EACH spacer between the shields)

7. Is the radio dish made properly (cone shape)

8. Is the radio dish in the proper location
   (Inside the space craft hole)

9. Is the radio dish in the proper direction (CONE is inside the ship facing up)

10. PROFESSIONAL APPEARANCE
    Judge’s Opinion: Does it look nice, neat, and clean, REMAIN INTACT took the time to do, glue/taped properly
        (Project late -2 for this section)
        (Can’t have perfect score if missing points from above)

__________/35 -point total project
(late is a -7 total (-2 on #1 & -3 on #11) total +30 MAX)

35-0  31-4  27-8  23-12  19-16
34-1  30-5  26-9  22-13  18-17
33-2  29-6  25-10 21-14
32-3  28-7  24-11  20-15